We calculate the Hall conductivity of Sierpinski carpet using Kubo-Bastin formula. The quantization of Hall conductivity disappears when we go further and further from the square sample without holes to the fractal structure. The Hall conductivity is no more proportional to the Chern numbers. Nevertheless, these quantities behave in a similar way showing some reminiscence of a topological nature of the Hall conductivity. We also study numerically bulk-edge correspondence and find that the edge states become less manifested with increasing the depth of Sierpinski carpet.
INTRODUCTION
Fractals were very popular in 1980th and various properties of fractals were intensively studied that time [1] [2] [3] . Most of these works were focused on classical fractal systems; at the same time, it turned out that their quantum properties are also unusual and interesting. For example, fractals have Cantor-like energy spectrum, which make them similar to quasicrystals [4] . In that time, studies of quantum properties of fractal structures was of purely fundamental interest. Recent progress in technologies can produce fractals by both nanofabrication methods and manipulations with individual molecules on metal surfaces [5] [6] [7] [8] . This creates a boost to new researches in the field. Recent theoretical works concerning quantum effects in fractals consider transport properties [9] [10] [11] , plasmons [12] , Anderson localization [13, 14] , topological properties [15, 16] and other related topics [17] [18] [19] [20] .
It was established in the seminal work [21] that the off-diagonal (Hall) conductivity of two-dimensional electron gas in magnetic field is proportional to the so called Chern number and therefore is closely related to topological properties of the system. This relation is based on translational invariance of the system, and it is unclear what will be the situation in quasiperiodic or fractal structures where the translational invariance is absent. There are works about quantum Hall effect concerning quasicrystals in different dimensions and they reveal non-trivial topological properties [22] [23] [24] as well as disordered systems [25, 26] , but the researches about fractals are scarce. Therefore it is natural to investigate conductivity of fractals due to possible experimental applications. Apart from possible relevance for experiments with novel fractal structures, the clarification of this issue can provide better understanding of fracton topological order [27, 28] .
It is known for systems with integer dimensions that quantization of Hall conductivity is closely related with existence of edge states [29] [30] [31] . The notions of edge and bulk can be well defined for systems without holes, or at least for a system, which has integer dimension and finite number of holes. Fractals have infinite number of holes, and these holes are dense. Therefore the difference between edge state and bulk state should be carefully checked. This can be useful for better understanding of Hall conductivity of fractals. One way to do this is to study various of approximations to a fractal with holes on different scales.
Chern numbers for Sierpinski carpet were calculated in Ref. 15 . The authors have concluded that Chern numbers are no more integer everywhere but are still quantized in some energy ranges; in this sense, the fractal still possess non-trivial topological properties. However, it is not obvious if behaviour of Hall conductivity will be the same for Sierpinski carpet.
In order to answer that question, in this work we calculate the Hall conductivity and quasi-eigenstates for various iterations of Sierpinski carpet and investigate how they behave under increasing of depth of fractal. We also compare our results with the calculated Chern numbers from the article [15] .
THE MODEL
To study the fractal structures, we use the singleorbital tight-binding Hamiltonian in the nearest-neighbor approximation, that is, the same model as in Refs. 9 and 10:
where c † i creates fermion on a lattice site i, and ij denotes the nearest-neighbor sites belonging to the studied fractal. The influence of magnetic field is modeled by the standard Peierls substitution:
where A is the vector potential and Φ 0 = hc/e is the flux quantum. We use Landau gauge A = (−By, 0, 0).
We start with the square lattice of the size 3 
RESULTS

Density os states
Let us at first shortly describe the numerical method. We calculate density of states (DoS) for different fractal depth and iterations using method based on the time evolution operator [32, 33] . We start the evolution of a quantum system with a random initial state |ψ , which is normalized so that |ψ| 2 = 1. The density of states is calculated via Fourier transform of the correlation function and averaging over initial random samplings [32, 33] :
Since the density of states is a self-averaged quantity, it does not depend n the choice of the state |ψ for large enough systems.
In Fig. 2 , we show the calculated density of states for various magnetic fields corresponding to Φ/Φ 0 changing from 0 to 0.5, Φ is the magnetic flux through the smallest element for a given structure. The energy E there and further in all cases is measured in values of hoppings t of the Hamiltonian (1). These pictures of Hofstadter butterflies [36] are calculated for D f = 6 and I f = 0, 2, 4, 5.The figure demonstrates fractal structure of states and gaps due to additional frequency in hoppings associated with magnetic flux.
From these pictures one can see that for I f = 0, 1, 2, 4 DoS is basically the same for all magnetic fields. The structure of Hofstadter butterfly with I f = 5 is different from the previous cases, there are a lot of additional states and small gaps open for some magnetic fields. Therefore, I f = 5 seems to be the minimal depth which is needed to catch the peculiarities of quantum states in this particular fractal.
In Fig. 3 , DoS is displayed for the fractal with I f = D f = 6 and Φ/Φ 0 = 0.25. The change from I 5 to I 6 is clear: the gap opens in the middle of the spectrum, and there are more states between peaks (around energy E = 2). In comparison with this figure, the density of states for I f = 5 is flattened in that region.
We also calculated DoS for I f = D f = 4 and I f = D f = 5. The results visually almost indistinguishable from the case I f = D f = 6. Therefore the DoS converges for samples with maximum number of iterations and approach the thermodynamic limit of a full fractal. For cases with I f < D f < 6 we also observe that DoS changes little while I f < D f − 1 and at I f = D f − 1 there is transition to another regime. Due to this transition, one cannot properly approximate the full fractal, if the smallest holes are absent in the sample.
The occurrence of the transition can be explained by the following reasoning. Before transition point there is still well defined bulk and effective dimension of a sample is integer. The holes in a sample can be seen as some additional disorder. When I f becomes equal to 5 the distance between holes becomes comparable to the size of a site. Only at this point, the effective dimension of a sample becomes non-integer. The difference between cases I f = 5 and I f = 6 also can be explained by difference in their non-integer dimensions. The proper approximation of Sierpinski carpet is only if
We can think about this effect as a crucial property of exact scaling symmetry of fractals. So that even the smallest breaking of scaling symmetry leads to effective integer dimension, not fractional. Every site is an edge site in a sample with maximum fractal depth. This condition strongly restricts geometry of paths in a sample. We can assume therefore that the scaled geometry plays a decisive role in the properties of a fractal and it is closely connected to the space of paths in Sierpinski carpet. 2 d) , a gap appears in the middle of the spectrum.
Hall conductivity
In order to calculate the Hall conductivity, we use the approach from Ref. 34 and 35 . The method is based on the so called Kubo-Bastin formula:
where A is the area of the sample, f ( ) = 1 exp ( −µ)/T is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, T is temperature, µ is the chemical potential, v α is α component of velocity operator, G ± = 1/( −H ±iη) are the Green's functions. In this formula we also use averaging over random samplings as we did for the density of states. We can expand Green's functions and delta function on Chebyshev polinomials and then for conductivity we obtain: There are two regions which correspond to quantized Chern number, around E = ±1.These regions occur after smearing of peaks in less iteration depths I f . From the previous plateaus there remain only small parts around E = ±2.5 and a part of region around E = ±1, these regions correspond to almost quantized Chern number. It is interesting that regions around E = ±1 with quantized Chern numbers are not flat plateaus. This was checked for different numbers of random samples and fluctuations were stable. The central gap in DoS corresponds to conductivity σ xy = 0, as well as the Chern number, which is equal to 0.
We also added disorder to the sample by deleting random sites. The results are shown in Fig. 5 , where we deleted around 20% of sites in the sample. We see that DoS as well as Hall conductivity are stable with respect to the disorder. Moreover, one can see even less fluctuations on the pictures in comparison with Fig. 4 . Thus, we can conclude that fractals are stable to disorder as well as systems with integer dimensions.
Particularly this result could be expected, since holes in a fractal sample already could be seen as a kind of disorder. Therefore additional disorder should not effect on physical properties unless this disorder is large enough.
However, there are subtleties since exact scaling symmetry on all scales is important for correct approximation of the fractal.
Quasi-eigenstates
It is known that the edge states in quantum Hall systems are closely related to their topological properties [29, 30, 37] . Occurrence of the edge states corresponds to quantized Chern numbers (bulk-edge correspondence). Therefore it is naturally to assume that transitions with increasing I f in DoS and Hall conductivity will be seen in the edge states as well. To explore this question we calculated quasi-eigenstates for Sierpinski carpet. Quasieigenstates and probability current were calculated by the same method of averaging [33] . For the probability current, we use the formula [38] :
At first let us take a look to states corresponding to plateaus and peaks for some iterations with enough number of holes, but with regular behaviour of Hall conductivity. For more readable pictures we used samples with size D f = 5. Examples of bulk and edge states for I f = 3 iterations are shown in Fig. 6 . Edge states, which are shown on the left side of picture, correspond to energies E = 1.51 and E = 2.59 .Bulk states, which are shown on the right side of picture, correspond to energies E = 1.09 and E = 2.83. Edge states correspond to plateaus in Hall conductivity and bulk states correspond to slopes of peaks. We see that edge states can be localized along holes on different scales i.e. only the central hole, central hole and holes of second iterations and so on.
Examples of bulk and edge states for I f = 5 iterations (i.e. fractal with maximum depth) are shown in Fig. 7 . Edge states, which are shown on the left side of picture, correspond to energies E = 1.33 and E = 2.59 .Bulk states, which are shown on the right side of picture, correspond to energies E = 1.57 and E = 2.83.Edge states correspond to quantized and almost quantized Chern number. There is a reminiscence of this quantization in Hall conductivity.
We see that edge states in a full fractal differ from edge states in Fig. 6 . In a sample with I f = 3 iterations, current is localized along borders in a homogeneous pattern, there are just lines of currents along edges. However, in a full fractal, current has more complex pattern, for example, it can be localized along small holes, which are close to an edge. This deformation of edge current can be a reason of absence of plateaus in Hall conductivity even for regions with quantized Chern number. We also see that bulk states in a sample with I f = 5 iterations demonstrate more symmetric behaviour. This is, obviously, the We see that for energies E = 1.33 and E = 2.59, which is in the region of almost quantized and quantized Chern number, edge states remain to be edge states. However, some part of plateaus of previous iterations with edge states become a bulk state. We also see that some bulk state in different iteration have similar localization properties. Accordingly, we can assume that there are states with different effective scale. Some of states feel only rough structure of a sample, some states feel smaller holes.
We made calculation for various energies and they follow the described pattern. We see that quasi-eigenstates corresponding to the quantized Hall conductivity are localized along edges for iterations less than I f = 4 (with maximum possible number of iterations equal to D f = 5). It is also worth to notice that all edges, namely, the edge of the sample and the edges of the holes can make contribution to quasi-eigenstates. For most of quasi-eigenstates which have been calculated for various energies in the case of I f = 5 and D f = 5, there were no obvious domination of edge states.
We observe that the same transition, which already was observed in DoS and Hall conductivity, manifests in quasi-eigenstates, when the number iterations is one less than the possible number of iterations. In the case of bulk states, it manifests as more symmetric picture of current.
In the case of edge states, it manifests as more complex localization along edges, so that some edge states become localized along smaller holes, which are close to an edge.
SUMMARY
We see that with increasing depth of a fractal the quantization of Hall conductivity disappears. However, there is some reminiscence of topological nature of quantization, namely some plateaus remain. We also see that for Sierpinski carpet the relation between topological invariants such as Chern numbers and Hall conductivity does not work, contrary to the case of integer dimensions.The calculated conductivity is not proportional to Chern number, but fits similar pattern. On can speculate about possible reasons of it.
At first, the formula, which calculates Chern number through projectors, was proven to be properly defined only for systems with translational invariance [39] . Even if the formula works for fractals, it may be that one needs to calculate Hall conductivity and Chern numbers in thermodynamic limit. Another reason can be connected with difficulties with defining edge and bulk state. Some of the edge states are localized along inner holes. Particularly these states become closer to a bulk states in a full depth of fractal, so we cannot say is it localization along edges or localization on a small inhomogeneities. Edge states along big holes become also localized not only along edges, but also along small holes around an edge. These possible effects require future investigations.
We considered different iterations I f of Sierpinski carpet on a fixed rectangular sample with size 3 D f ×3 D f . We observed that there is a transition between two different regimes, which occurs when I f = D f − 1. This transition can be seen in density of states, Hall conductivity and quasi-eigenstates. In the case of quaisi-eigenstates, the edge states mostly become bulk states with increasing the iterations of Sierpinski carpet. This result can be explained due to effective dimension. If number of holes is finite, then the effective dimension of a sample is integer, not fractional. The transition occurs when holes in a sample are dense enough and effective dimension of a sample becomes non-integer.
The edge states can be localized along the borders of all holes of various scales, not only the edge of the sample. There is no big difference in amplitude for different holes. Edge states still can be seen for a full fractal, however, they change their character of localization. Additional holes along edges increase effective localization width. Therefore, one can speculate that if a state is localized along small holes and these holes are dense enough, there could be a transition from edge state to a bulk state.
When this work was finished the preprint [40] arises which treats a similar problem but in a technically different way (it is based on the use of Landauer formula rather than Kubo-Bastin formula and does not include an analysis of edge states). Qualitatively, the corresponding part of our conclusions is similar to the conclusions of that paper.
